(Abstract) Proof net calculus introduced in Gir87] has been extended in the paradigm of the Scott's domains equation D = D ! D which generates a logical point of view for pure -calculus in Dan89]. Methodologically speaking: in this paper the proof theoretic counterpart of the B ohm's Theorem given in Boh68] for pure -calculus, is proposed as extention of the Curry-Howard paradigm. Tecnicallly speaking: as the extraction of a subterm using the -reduction is possible also subnet extraction can be internalized by cut-elimination: using proof nets helps us to understand more deeply, and to handle in a better way the procedure of extraction.
Introduction
Two main traditions of logic in computer science are:
1. The xpoint theory tradition: a program is a solution of a xpoint equation. 2. The proof theory tradition: a (functional) program satisfying a speci cation corresponds to a proof of a formula. Pure -calculus appears somewhere in the middle of these two traditions. models of pure -calculus can be obtained by xpoint domain equations.
-reduction can be expressed by a normalization process of pure nets in a version of the multiplicative fragment of linear logic with exponentials. One of the basic syntactical results of pure -calculus is the B ohm Theorem. The starting point of this result is the so-called B ohm-out Lemma. In this paper we propose an extension of this lemma according to the proof theory tradition in the framework of linear logic. More precisely we rst de ne the head-linear reduction strategy on pure proof-nets and show the correctness of such a strategy w.r.t. reduction of pure -terms. Then we de ne some pure nets transformations which are the natural generalization of B ohm transformations. Finally we obtain the proof theoretic generalization of a nite version of B ohm out lemma:
Pure nets extraction lemma: for every cut free pure proof net N, for every subnet N 0 of N there exists an internal pure proof net transformation such that (N) = N 0 .
Moreover we obtain an improvement of such extraction technique by means of the appropriate choice of a strategy of reduction. The translation of -calculus in PN and the previous lemma give a sharper way for treating the problem of extracting subterms in -calculus. Such a result seems to provide some con dence if the extension of the Curry-Howard isomorphism to pure -calculus, opening new promising directions in the questions of separability and equations in pure -calculus.
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1 Pure Nets Calculus
Pure Nets
Let us recall the de nition of pure proof nets (or pure nets) given in Dan89].
De nition 1.1 (Formulae) We De nition 1.2 We inductively de ne the set of pure nets R with conclusions X 1 ; :::; X n where X 1 ; :::; X n are formulae. We call principal port (resp. auxiliary port) or pal (resp. pax) for short, the !O conclusion (resp.
?I) of this !-BOX; the content of this !-BOX is the pure net R 1 . Remark: We can use as abbreviation of many Co-links: R 1 . . . ?I : : :?I ?I ?I It isn't a trivial notation because for it to make sense, we have to de ne an equivalence relation on pure nets, to avoid boxes over-crossing; such relation was introduced in Reg92] and even if we don't want to use it, w.r.t. our strategy it is not relevant to preserve explicitly this order. Proposition 1.1 Let be a pure net of conclusions X 1 ; : : : X n , there exists one and only one conclusion X i such that or X i = O either X i =!O (called the pal of R).
Proof: by induction.
2 From the last proposition we know that for every pure net there exists a particular conclusion (i.e. O or !O). This remark allows us to de ne the head structure of pure nets. This structure consists in three sequences of di erent links. To nd out this structure, it is su cent to look at the conclusion O of the net: it can be conclusion of a Par-link or an Axiom-link. In the rst case the iteration of this argument to the premise O of the Par-link gives the construction of the sequence of Par-links with an Axiom-link on the top. The conclusion I of this Axiom-link can be premise of a Der-link or of a Times-link. Iterating the latter case we get the sequence of Times-links, delimited on the bottom by a dereliction with conclusion ?I, which can be premise of a contraction, a Par-link, a Cut-link or conclusion of the whole net. Therefore, we have three sequences: Par-links, Times-links and Co-links with Axiom-link and Der-link as \markers". This structure will be called head block and links of the head block will be named head links ( where the links 1 are contractions and/or a Par-link and n 6 = 0. then R is reduced by applying (recursively) the HL-strategy to each pure net R 0 i , which is the greatest subnet of R containing the box R i . Whenever there exist i and j such that the pure nets R 0 i and R 0 j are contracted on the same cut-link, the contraction is to be broken creating two copies of the cut-link (like in the step of linearization).
3. If R is a pure net such as there exists a We-links with conclusion which is premise of a Cut-link: 
Translating Proofs in Lambda Terms
The construction of a translation from -terms to pure nets would take a large amount of space, anyway the -calculist can take advantage from a backward translation from pure nets to -terms. The translation that follows, is given in such a way to simplify understanding of links between arguments given in pure nets and corresponding B ohm's results given in -calculus.
Head Translation
As preliminary we state some fundamentals in -calculus which are connected to matters of head structures: Proposition 1.3 Every -term t can be written in only one way in the following form: x 1 : : : x n (v)t 1 : : : t k , for some n; k.
Proof: see Kri90] 2 A -term is said to be in head normal form if v in proposition 1.3 is a variable. If you suppose that t is solvable (i.e. it admits a head normal form) then its head normal form has the structure x 1 : : : x n (h)t 1 : : : t k for some n; k and the following property holds: Proposition 1.4 Let t be a solvable -term and x 1 : : : x n (h)t 1 : : : t k its head normal form then numbers n; k are indipendent from the head normal form reached starting from t, i.e. ift is another hnf of t theñ t = x 1 : : : x n (h)t 0 1 : : : t 0 k and t i ' t 0 i for i 2 1; k].
Proof: see Kri90] 2 In pure nets, head block plays the same role of the head normal form of -terms. In proposition 1.4 we state that x 1 ; : : : ; x n are the same for every head normal form and also all terms t i are the same (i.e. for every xed i they are -equivalent). The translation from pure nets into corresponding -terms works inductively on the head block of the net; for every step of induction a head block is used to build the -term; three basic cases of head block can be distisguished:
1. (axiom; }), 2. (axiom; }; ), 3. (axiom; }; ; cut) with an additional hypotesis of no contraction on conclusions.
Notation: In the following de nition variables X; Y (in case indexed) will be used to indicate occurences of the formula ?I. Ovals in pictures represent the greatest pure net containing explicitly drawn links.
De nition 1.6 Correspondence h : PN ! is de ned as follows on structure of head blocks in pure nets: Remark: without loss of generality we can suppose that for every i and j, R i and R j are not contracted on the same cut-link in case of, the following rule of translation is to be applied: In case, the latter remark should be applied.
If one or more conclusions of R are contracted:
then`x 1 : X 1 ; : : : x i : X i ; x i : X i : : : ; x n : X n ; h R] = M : Ò x 1 : X 1 ; : : : ; x i : X i : : : x n : X n ; h R 0 ] = M : O
Lambda Head Linear Reduction
In order to prove soundness of translation h , a -calculesque version of head linear reduction will be de ned on . Every single step of head linear reduction can not be simulated on -terms : it is easily veri ed that there exist elementary steps of cut elimination on proof nets which produce no e ect on corresponding -terms. Apart from these logical steps devoid of algorithmic sense, head linear reduction can be simulated on -terms reaching cut-free proofs and normal forms adequately related by the translation de ned above.
The notion of head redex given in proposition 1.3 as the leftmost outermost redex, can be generalized to that of principal redex.
De nition 1.7 Given t 2 the principal variable of t is h: if t is y 1 : : : y p (h)t 1 : : : t k , if t is y 1 : : : y p (v)t 0 t 1 : : : t k and h is the principal variable of the term v. The notion of general head redex is de ned as:
De nition 1.8 Given t 2 , a redex of t is said general head redex of t if it is head redex of t or it is general head redex of v when t is y 1 : : : y p (v)t 0 t 1 : : : t k .
Remark: a redex in a term t = : : : ( x:u)v : : : 2 is said to be a redex on the variable x.
De nition 1.9 Given t 2 , a general head redex of t on the principal variable h of t is said principal redex of t. Apply the previous steps until a term without head redex is reached.
Soundness of the Head Translation
In order to obtain a theorem of soundness with this de nition of HL-reduction and HL-reduction for pure nets, we show that this notion of HL-reduction is adequate with regard to head-reduction in the sense of head normal form as tested in proposition 1.4 and in that of the notion of op-reduction as de ned in Reg92]. . 2 In conclusion it was obtained that HL is the reduction which reach head normal form of -terms with the minimal number of duplications of subterms, this property will be useful in the following to manage the extraction technique.
Proof Net Extraction
The object of this section is the answer to this question:\Given a normal pure net, is it possible to extract a subnet internally to the calculus by using cut elimination?". As it's well known from the pure -calculus, by the B ohm-out technique it's necessary to give up something in the operation: the extraction is not clean (modulo substitutions). By using the pure proof net calculus it is possible to improve such a situation, adding some kind of control on these substitutions.
Nets Transformations
We consider transformation of nets consisting in \manipulating links". We obtain an internal procedure (by cut elimination) to break and create links. Essentially, we shall use the basic property of duality for the connectives of linear logic, obtaining a purely logical view of B ohm transformations. We shall call the pure net T R of the previous de nition internal representation of . Proof: Let T 1 and T 2 be the internal representations of 1 and 2 . We suppose that 1 ( 2 (R)) = R 0 and CUT(CUT(R; T 2 ); T 1 ) is reduced to R 0 . So, trivially from the Church-Rosser property for pure net reduction we have that the net CUT(R; CUT(T 2 ; T 1 )) is reduced to R 0 , (e.g. CUT(T 2 ; T 1 ) is the representation of 1 2 ). 2
Applicative Transformations
Let us observe that the so called applicative transformation which associates to the -term M, the -term (M)x (denoted by ( )x in Bar84] ), gives rise to two distinct PN-transformations depending on being (M)x a -redex or not: in rst case the e ect of such a transformation is to make free a bound variable, in the second it is a true application. In PN we obtain respectively the anti-par transformation which destroys a Par-link, and the times transformation which creates a Times-link.
De nition 2.3 Given R 2 PN and a par-link l of R, Proof: We show the proposition for a par-link in the head block of R, the general case being treated in a similar way. So, we suppose given the normal pure net R:
. . . De nition 2. De nition 2. A weak head transformation is a PN-transformation h such that there exists an head transformation h (R) = R 0 , and h (R) = R 0 where R 0 is a clean instance of R 0 .
We shall call B ohm head transformation: an internal weak head transformation h . Proposition 2.4 Given a cut free pure net R, there exists a pure net T R which represents the B ohm head 
we apply q ? t times the to the net (R) where t is the number of head Times-links in R. In such a way we can obtain clean instances of subnets of R. We de ne the representation of the B ohm head transformation which works starting from this net and then, by composition, we obtain the representation to be found. 
The idea is that the substitution of the head axiom of R with a new axiom not contracted (the one added by the B ohm times transformation) can be e ectuated by a pure net P q without twisting the structure of R (for this the choise of q is very important, see Bar84] ). When we form a cut between the pal of q?t+1 (R) and the head pax of T R , n+m mf] are performed by HL-reduction and by the choice of p a new head redex is founded in the head block of q?t+1 (R) with the net P q , now because we added exactely q times-links to R the HL-reduction performs a complete annihilation of mf]. So, as announced the axiom in the last !-box added to R, becames the head axiom without contractions. Three kinds of cut links remains to be performed, before terminating the reduction; we distinguish them, as:
cuts involved in the recontruction of Par-links of R; cuts involved in the reconstruction of Times-links of R; cuts which arrives from the hl] step of reduction and represent the remaining head contractions of R.
Cuts of rst type can be called insigni cant (in analogy with Ben92]) : if reduced consists in an -expansion of identity applied to a ?I pax of R or premise of an head Par-link of R; the second type consists again of an identity applied to a !-box; and the last type is exactly the cut link which makes the extraction of a subnet not clean: here, hl-reduction strategy adds a control on the extraction, we can decide if and when reducing this cut with a procedure that will be described later on. Finally after composition of the above described nets, and after their reduction we obtain a clean instance of R without head contractions.
2 Remark: Notice that the notion of clean instance is not exactly that of instance in Bar84]: treating the nitary case (cut-free proof nets) we can calculate exactely the value of q in the equation (1) , that is not the case for in nitary B ohm trees, in fact if the net R is not cut-free, some of cuts to reduce can produce an argument gain (eventually in nite) not allowing the de nition of the value q.
Ready Nets
We shall consider a subclass of pure nets: ready pure nets. For such nets, extraction of subnet is simply obtained applying a selector net, but not every net is ready. there exists some internal transformations such that their composition applied to R gives a ready net whose subnets are instances of the corresponding subnets of R.
We distinguish two steps: 1. From the proposition 2.2 there exists an internal transformation which performs the elimination of a par link under the head axiom link of R, so by composition we obtain an internal transformation 1 which eliminates every par link of the head block of R, in the following we consider the normal form of representants of 1 . 2. From the proposition 2.4 there exists an internal transformation 2 which provides the elimination of contraction under head-axiom-link by instantiating some subnet of R. Finally, the composition of these two internal transformations gives . 2
Proof Net Extraction
We give now an extension of B ohm-out technique still obtaining only an instance of the subnet to be extracted. We shall call B ohm out transformation: an internal weak out transformation R i out .
Proposition 2.6 Given a cut free pure net R and a subnet R i , there exists a pure net T which represents the B ohm out transformation R i out .
Proof: From proposition 2.5 there exists an internal transformation which gives a ready instance of R, so it su ces to give a representant of We conclude with the following proposition on subnet extraction in the PN calculus which represents an improvement of the B ohm-out technique in pure -calculus. An appropriate choice of the net representing the B ohm transformation which performs the extraction, allows us to obtain the subnet to be extracted in a much more e cient way by considering the head linear reduction as in de nition 1.4 istead of the HL-strategy.
Proposition 2.7 1. For every cut free pure net R and for every ! ? BOX in R associated to a subnet R 0 , there exists a B ohm transformation such that (R) is an instance of R 0 . 2. Given a net T R representing , the head linear reduction of CUT(R; T R ) terminates on a netR, which is the net R 0 plus some cut-link. Proof: 1. we show it by induction on the level of the !-box of R 0 if the !-box is at level 0 we can apply the previous proposition, obtaining an instance of R 0 . supposing that there exists a B ohm transformation 00 which performs the extraction of a subnet R 00 at level n, containing the subnet R 0 to be extracted, we de ne the B ohm transformation by composition of 00 with k out , where k is the position of the !-box of R 0 in the times-links sequence. 2. The reduction of the net obtained applying the net representing the B ohm transformation , with the net R runs until the subnet R 0 to be extracted is reached: so, cuts coming from extraction which are in boxes at level greater than R 0 are not reduced. 2 Remark: moreover the treatment of extraction of subnet from not cut-free nets, can be improved in a similar way: we can obtain the subnet to be extracted, plus such cuts which are "freezed", by using a modi ed version of the HL-reduction strategy. Pure nets with explicit cuts correspond to pure -terms with explicit substitutions. The freezed head-linear-reduction strategy is a variant of HL-reduction strategy for pure nets with explicit cuts obtained by freezing the rest of contractions in the hl] step of reduction.
Related works and future directions
The work presented in this paper is related to several issues of logic in computer science.
In proof theory the work of J.Y. ). Let us mention that the calculus of pure nets (by means HL-reduction) has been implemented in the C language by the second author. Some primary steps are being taken towards the construction of uni ed functional and logic programming environement based on proof net calculi: evaluation of functional programs as net normalization and answer of logic programming queries as net extraction. Concurrency issues related to Milner's -calculus ( BeSc92] ) are also very promising.
